Detecting anomalies in datasets, where each data object is a multivariate time series (MTS), possibly of different length for each data object, is emerging as a key problem in certain domains. We consider the problem in the context of aviation safety, where data objects are flights of various durations, and the MTS corresponds to sensor readings. The goal then is to detect anomalous flight segments, due to mechanical, environmental, or human factors. In this paper, we present a general framework for anomaly detection in such settings, by representing each MTS using a vector autoregressive exogenous (VARX) model, constructing a distance matrix among the objects based on their respective VARX models, and finally detecting anomalies based on the object dissimilarities. The framework is scalable, due to the inherent parallel nature of most computations, and can be used to perform online anomaly detection.
I. Introduction
It is estimated that by 2040 the United States alone can expect an increase of more than 60% in the commercial air traffic [14] . The anticipated air traffic growth can lead to increased congestion on the ground and in the air, creating conditions for possible incidents or accidents. Noting this problem, air transportation authorities are engaged in research and development of the Next Generation Air Transportation System [24] , [15] , the initiative to improve the air traffic control system by increasing its capacity and utilization. A part of this effort is devoted to the processing and analysis of the air traffic flight information, also known as Flight Operations Quality Assurance (FOQA) data, to detect issues in aircraft operation, study pilot-automation 1 interaction problems, propose corrective actions or design new training procedures.
The currently deployed automated methods for the analysis of FOQA data are usually exceedancebased approaches [42] , [35] , which monitor the normal operation of the flight using predefined ranges on the parameters. Although this approach is simple and fast, it is limited since the method examines each feature independently of the others, ignoring potential correlations among the parameters. Moreover, since the thresholds need to be defined upfront, this method can fail to discover previously unknown abnormal events.
In this work, our objective is to develop a framework to identify operationally significant events in the flight data due to mechanical, environmental or human factors. We are specifically interested in the scenarios when no information about the labels of the flights is available (i.e., which flights are normal and anomalous).
To detect the abnormal flights, it is necessary to define a distance measure to compare the flights. And since the flights are represented as multivariate time series, possibly with different lengths, it is unclear how to compare such data objects.
One simple strategy might be to consider methods such as dynamic time warping (DTW) [25] , applied to each time series individually. However, such an approach does not account for dependencies between different features, preventing detection of more subtle but important anomalies simultaneously affecting multiple time series. One can use a multivariate DTW algorithm [21] , but the literature on such methods is rather small and somewhat limited. Nevertheless, as one of the baseline approaches to be compared with the proposed algorithm, we developed two versions of DTW for multivariate time series anomaly detection.
One is based on voting among multiple univariate DTW and the other approach utilizes ideas from [21] and uses covariance-based multivariate DTW (see Section IV for more details).
In this work, we develop a novel approach for analyzing multivariate time series by utilizing ideas from system identification [29] and model-based sequential data clustering [40] , [36] . In particular, we represent each flight with a Vector AutoRegressive eXogenous model (VARX) [30] , [18] , which can capture the dependencies among different time series over time. To avoid deviations due to data noise and outliers, we focus on a robust VARX model, which considers a robust Huber loss [23] instead of a square loss, and develop an efficient method for estimating model parameters based on iterative re-weighted least squares. A distance between flights is defined in terms of residuals of modeling one flight's data using another flight's VARX model, with suitable normalization and symmetrization. The flight-by-flight distance matrix can then be used in any nearest-neighbor-based anomaly detection method [9] and in this work we utilized the local outlier factor (LOF) approach of [6] . We note that the obtained distance matrix can also be used in place of a kernel in such algorithms as one-class SVM [39] to identify the outliers. A graphical view of the above steps, which represent the proposed anomaly detection framework, is shown in the flowchart in Figure 1 .
It is important to emphasize a few key aspects of our framework: (i) the VARX modeling enables us to exploit the relationships between the data parameters and compare the flights with different durations, (ii) our approach allows online anomaly detection, i.e., analyzing data as it is coming in, in contrast to dynamic programming based methods such as DTW or LCS (longest common subsequence) [3] , which need the entire time series for analysis, and (iii) the framework is scalable, due to the inherent parallel nature of most computations.
An important aspect of our work is that we extensively evaluated our method on a large real FOQA dataset from a partner airline company. The results are primarily qualitative, focusing on operationally significant anomalies that happened in real flights, and the evaluation was done with the help of domain experts, including a retired pilot with 35 years of flying experience. The framework showed great promise, demonstrating high accuracy in detecting already known aviation safety events and events previously undetectable by the current state-of-the-art algorithms.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section we discuss the related work on anomaly detection in aviation safety domain. In Section III we present the details of the proposed framework. In Section V we evaluate the performance of the VARX-based method with other alternative approaches, discussed in Section IV, using FOQA dataset from a partner airline company. Finally, we conclude the paper with the discussion of the results and future work in Section VI.
II. Related Work
The problem of anomaly detection in aviation domain is an active area of research in the data mining community and has attracted the attention of many researchers. For example, [41] considered a problem of detecting abnormal fuel consumption in jet engines. Their method is based on using regression models to estimate the consumed fuel and compare it to the actual recorded level to detect the abnormal behavior. The proposed method is a supervised approach in which model training requires anomaly-free data, which might limit its practical application in cases when the labeled data is unavailable, as is the case in the present work.
In the work of [17] the authors addressed a general aircraft anomaly detection problem. Their approach is based on using a specially designed linear regression model to describe the aerodynamic forces acting on an aircraft. The constructed model accounts for the flight-to-flight and aircraft-to-aircraft variability, which enables the fitting of a single model to the entire dataset. Hotelling T2 statistics is then used on the residuals to detect anomalies. However, the postulated aerodynamics regression model requires significant domain knowledge and careful design, limiting its generalization and usage in other anomaly detection problems.
On the other hand, the current VARX-based approach requires only basic knowledge about the considered parameters to define a model and can easily be extended to other anomaly detection domains.
Das et. al. [10] proposed multiple kernel learning approach for heterogeneous anomaly detection problems (MKAD). The method constructs a kernel matrix as a convex combination of a kernel over discrete sequences using normalized longest common subsequence [8] and a kernel based on symbolic aggregate approximation (SAX) representation [37] of the continuous time series. One-class SVM [39] is then used to construct a separating hyperplane to detect anomalies. This method was applied to the FOQA dataset [33] and showed high accuracy in discovering operationally significant aviation safety events.
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In Section V we compare the proposed framework with the performance of MKAD based only on continuous data and MKAD, which uses both discrete and continuous features, as well as two other baseline algorithms based on DTW and show that VARX-based approach compares competitively and can be considered as complementing the current state-of-the-art methods.
III. Anomaly Detection Framework
In this section we present the framework for anomaly detection in the aviation safety domain. For this purpose, we discuss in details each module from the flowchart diagram in Figure 1 . We note that the proposed algorithm is not limited to the aviation safety domain and can be extended to use in other data mining and anomaly detection problems dealing with the multivariate time series with the tasks of clustering or outlier detection. Figure 2 shows one of possible ways to view the underlying relationship among the flight data parameters. This structure is inspired by viewing the data as coming from a dynamical system with certain inputs and outputs. The input signals correspond to environment and control parameters, which determine the behavior of the aircraft and whose effects are then registered in the sensors, which are the outputs of the system. A standard approach for modeling such system in the system identification literature [29] is a vector autoregressive model with exogenous variables (VARX):
where A ∈ R n×n and B ∈ R n×m are the matrices of coefficients, y ∈ R n is the vector of outputs corresponding to the sensor measurements on the aircraft, u ∈ R m is the vector of inputs corresponding to environmental and control features, ∈ R n is the vector of zero-mean white noise, and k = max(p + 1, q + 1), . . . , T , where T denotes the length of time series. The subscripts p and q determine the lag for y and u, respectively.
For future references, we denote the data of each flight, consisting of inputs and outputs, in the dataset of N flights as
Without the loss of generality and to simplify the notations, in the following we consider a first order VARX model
The key step of our anomaly detection framework is the estimation of such a model for each flight, which amounts to computing the coefficient matrices A and B, and in what follows, we discuss the procedure for estimation of these parameters. For this purpose, we assume that the length of some flight is T timestamps, then it follows that k = 2, . . . , T (since we consider a first order VARX model) and we can write the expression in (2) in the following form
. . .
which can also be compactly written as Next, applying the vectorization operation to the above, we get
where vec(·) is matrix vectorization, i.e., the operation of stacking the columns of a matrix into a vector,
is the identity matrix. The symbol ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product operation [22] . In the above we used a fact that vec(P Q) = (Q T ⊗ I)vec(P ), for matrices with appropriate dimensions.
To estimate the vector of unknowns β we formulate the following regularized robust least squares optimization problem
is the Huber loss function [23] , r i = [y − Zβ] i for i = 1, . . . , n(T − 1) is the residual, K is a tuning threshold influencing resistance to outliers, usually selected as a multiple of the standard deviation of residuals, and λ > 0 ∈ R is the regularization parameter. Figure 3 shows an example of the Huber loss 7 function for K = 5. As can be seen, whenever the absolute value of the residuals are smaller than K, the applied penalty is quadratic, however, for the residuals exceeding K or −K only linear penalty is applied. In this way, the outliers with large residual values do not have too much influence on the resulting solution.
The reason we have used the robust form of the least squares is to prevent possible data noise and outliers from distorting the computed solution, which can happen if a simple quadratic cost function is used instead.
It can be shown [20] that (4) can easily be solved using regularized iterative re-weighted least squares
where W is the diagonal weighting matrix, whose i-th diagonal element is
Observe also that we have included a regularization parameter λ to improve generalization of the constructed model [19] as well as to prevent possible ill-conditioning of the matrix Z, which can lead to inaccurate solution β. The ill-conditioning usually happens in cases when time series, representing sensor measurements, become highly correlated among each other, leading to rank-deficient Z. Finally, note that matrix Z in (5) can become very tall in cases when T is large and standard approaches of estimating β based on regular QR decomposition [16] become impractical. For this purpose, in practice, we use the approach of [11] based on Tall and Skinny QR (TSQR), which enables to perform QR of a tall matrix in a block-by-block sequential manner.
Note that instead of the least squares regression based on Huber loss function, one can employ other robust methods, for example, least median squares [38] or least trimmed squares regression [28] . The main advantage of these type of algorithms is that they achieve the highest breakdown point of 50%, i.e., the minimum percentage of data which needs to be corrupted to make the regression technique to break down.
On the other hand, these approaches are known to be computationally expensive, whose complexity grows exponentially with the problem dimensionality. In practice, their solutions are usually obtained using various heuristics, which are based on the search of the subsets of data that minimize the optimization criterion [38] .
In Section V we present comparison study, which showed that for the considered anomaly detection problem, the least squares regression based on Huber loss still performs better than the other alternatives. as T j − 1 vectors in n-dimensional space and compute their center of mass. Intuitively, the closer the point to this center, the more likely it represents the distance between similar flights. Measuring the closeness to the mean using Euclidean distance has a drawback in that it assumes that the points are distributed in spherical manner around the center, which is usually not the case in many practical scenarios. A better approach is to use Mahalanobis distance [32] , which is a generalization of the Euclidean distance, and it accounts for the variance along each dimension as well as the covariance between the dimensions, thus, more accurately measuring the proximity to the mean.
Thus, at each time stamp we compute
where C ij is the sample covariance matrix
and µ r Besides the standard deviation, other summary statistics can also be used but we observed that it performed well in practice, adequately capturing variability in the residuals. Specifically, during experiments we noticed that for the flights i and j which are similar, the residuals usually stayed small throughout the flight. On the other hand, when comparing normal and anomalous flights, the residuals also remained small except for some segments which contained large deviations (e.g., see right upper plot in Figure 5 ). Detection of such flights can be viewed as a separate outlier detection problem in one dimensional time-series, in which one can use various sophisticated approaches, e.g., based on support vector regression [31] , using mixture transition distribution approach of [27] or using median information from the neighborhood [2] to identify outliers. However, we found that a summary statistic such as standard deviation, which uses a sum of quadratic deviations, is sufficiently sensitive to outliers and had a good performance in our experiments, therefore can serve as an adequate dissimilarity measure D ij . Note also that the distance matrix D obtained in this way is not symmetric, however, it can be symmetrized in a number of ways [36] , e.g., by averaging
C. Anomaly detection
The estimated distance matrix can now be used to detect outliers, which correspond to the anomalous flights in our case. For this purpose we utilize the local outlier factor (LOF) approach of [6] . Intuitively, LOF is based on comparing the local density of a point with the density of its neighbors using the pairwise distances between the points. Specifically, LOF proceeds by computing for a given constant k and distance matrix D, the set of knearest neighbors for each flights F i , i = 1, . . . , N . Denote this set as S N N k (F i ). The distance from flight
i.e., it is an actual distance between two flights but at least
are treated as equidistant. Using this information we can now compute local reachability density of flight
which is the inverse of average reachability distance of flight F i from its neighbors. Finally, the LOF score is computed by comparing the local reachability density of a flight with densities of its neighbors
If a point is inlier, the LOF is close to 1, while for outliers the LOF score > 1. Therefore, to find anomalies, we can sort all the LOF scores in decreasing order and select the top τ flights as anomalous, where τ is usually selected based on the required false positive rate.
We note that instead of LOF, one can use other outlier detection techniques, such as DBSCAN [12] or nearest-neighbor based approach [26] . However, our choice for using LOF is based on the studies which showed experimentally [26] that LOF works well in many setups, outperforming competitors. Moreover, in
Section V we present an evaluation study which shows that our LOF-based approach performs competitively to other outlier detection algorithms and therefore is the method of choice.
IV. Overview of Compared Algorithm
In this Section we present an overview of the algorithms, which we used in the comparison study in Section V to evaluate the proposed algorithm in detecting aviation safety events. The four baseline algorithms we considered were the MKAD, the current state of the art approach in detecting anomalous flight events, which was used in two versions, one based on continuous data only and one with a mixture of discrete and continuous parameters. And the two approaches based on DTW, one of them is based on voting and the other based on the covariance weighting.
A. Dynamic Time Warping
Dynamic time warping (DTW) [34] is a popular method to optimally align two univariate time series of possibly unequal length by warping each of them until they match. The size of the smallest alignment (or warping path) is then considered to be the distance between two sequences. Note that the computation of the alignment is based on some local distance measure, which compares an element from one sequence to an element from another sequence, and here we assume that such measure is a Euclidean distance. For our problem, we let F 
for all k and l.
Since DTW was proposed for univariate sequences but our work is concerned with comparison of multivariate time series, in what follows, we propose two extensions, enabling anomaly detection among multi-variate time series based on DTW. In these approaches, we follow the main idea of the proposed framework in Fig. 1 and construct distance matrix using DTW rather than VARX. Applying the LOF method, discussed in Section III C, to such a matrix reveals the anomalous flights.
Anomaly Detection using Vote-based DTW
In the vote-based DTW, we construct m + n distance matrices D f between the flights corresponding to each feature f = 1, . . . , n + m, i.e., D
. We then apply LOF to each distance matrix D f , resulting in n + m lists of anomaly scores for each of N flights, sorted in decreasing order, so that the top flight is the most anomalous. The final score is then decided based on the voting, i.e., flight i is considered anomalous if it was flagged τ times as anomalous. The number τ ∈ (1, . . . n + m) is determined empirically and in our experiments we used τ = n+m 2 , i.e., a majority-based voting.
We note that an alternative approach is to combine n + m matrices D f (e.g., by averaging) and then apply LOF on the resulting matrix to identify outliers. However, this approach might decrease the chances of identifying anomalies because the combination of n + m matrices D f can wash out the extreme values D f ij , thus hiding potentially anomalous flights.
Anomaly Detection using Covariance-based DTW Using the ideas from [21] we propose the covariance-based DTW. Recall that in a univariate DTW we use a scalar local distance measure based on Euclidean distance
. In the covariancebased DTW, we propose to use a weighted vector-based distance measure, i.e.,
, where W is a weighting matrix. A possible choice for W can be a matrix constructed based on the inverse covariance of the time series F i and F j . Specifically, let C F i denote a covariance of multivariate time series F i and C F j be a covariance of F j , then we set W = (
The anomaly detection procedure then proceeds as follows. For each pair of flights, we compute a distance matrix using multivariate DTW, i.e.,
W and then, as before, apply LOF to identify the anomalous flights.
B. Multiple Kernel Anomaly Detection
The Multiple Kernel Anomaly Detection (MKAD) [10] is designed to detect anomalies in the heterogeneous multivariate time series, where both discrete and continuous features are present. The ability to incorporate discrete features is advantageous for anomaly detection since it enables modeling switching sequences of the flight and the order of the switching can provide additional information to identify abnormal system behavior. Specifically, if we assume that the time series F i and F j now include both continuous and discrete sequences, then the operation of MKAD can be described as follows. First, construct the kernel of
over discrete sequences and K c is a kernel over continuous time series and α ∈ [0, 1] is a weight, which is usually set to α = 0.5. For discrete sequences, the normalized longest common subsequence (LCS) is used,
is inversely proportional to the distance between symbolic aggregate approximation (SAX) representation [37] of continuous sequences
where N is the number of flights, is then used in one-class support vector machine (SVM) [39] to construct a hyperplane to separate rarely seen (anomalous) flights from frequently seen (normal) flights. One-class SVM adapts the traditional SVM methodology to the one-class classification problem. In particular, after transforming the flight time series via kernel to a high-dimensional feature space, the algorithm treats the origin as the only member of the anomalous class. A hyperplane is then constructed to maximally separate the data from the origin. Consequently, the flights which are located on that side of the boundary closest to the origin are classified as anomalous while all other flights are treated as normal.
In our testing procedures, we employed two versions of MKAD, one with α = 0, which corresponds to using continuous features only and one with α = 0.5, corresponding to an algorithm capable of dealing with heterogeneous data.
V. Experiments
In this section we present the evaluation results of the proposed framework on the FOQA flight dataset from a partner airline company, containing over a million flights, each having a record of about 300 parameters, including sensor readings, control inputs and weather information. We have selected flights with landings at the same destination airport and the aircrafts of the same fleet and type, so that we eliminate potential differences related to aircraft dynamics or landing patterns. Data analysis focused on a portion of the flight below 10000 feet until touchdown, corresponding to the approach and landing phases, usually having the highest rates of accidents [4] .
We evaluated the proposed algorithm using two methodologies. In the first one (Section V A), using information provided by the airline company's exceedance-based algorithm, we picked a set of flights with known anomalous events and a set of flights containing no such events. Knowing data labels, we evaluated the performance of the algorithm quantitatively, using receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis [13] .
In the second approach (Section V B), we tested the framework in a more realistic scenario when there is no information about which flights are normal or anomalous. The presented analysis is only qualitative since no ground truth is available and the discoveries were validated by the domain experts, including a retired pilot with over 35 years of flying experience.
The performance of our VARX-based anomaly detector was compared with MKAD [10] for continuous data and for heterogeneous data, as well as with two methods based on DTW, i.e., the vote-based DTW and the covariance-based DTW. Out of 300 parameters originally present in the dataset, we have selected 54
continuous features for VARX, DTW and MKAD, while for MKAD for heterogeneous data we additionally included 23 discrete parameters. We have implemented the proposed algorithm and DTW in Python and the framework's easily parallelizable structure was exploited by distributing the computations across the computer cluster with up to 1800 cores. In all the experiments we have used a first-order VARX model for flight representation. The implementation of MKAD was provided by the NASA colleagues.
We note that the standard assumption in VARX modeling is the stationarity of the data. Specifically, this requires a constant mean and variance of each time series while covariance should depend only on the time difference between two time stamps and independent of the shift along the time series. In practice, however, this is rarely satisfied and the data exhibits non-stationarity. A popular method to introduce stationarity is to perform differencing of individual time series [5] . Usually, first or second order differencing suffices and a practical criteria to check the stationarity is to compute the autocorrelation function and ensure that it damps down quickly. In all of our experiments, before building the VARX model, we normalized individual time series by subtracting mean and applying first order differencing.
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A. Labeled data
In this study, we have selected 10 flights which had high pitch rate at landing (denote these flights as D 1 ), 15 algorithm based on voting having the worst performance. The two right plots in Figure 4 examine one of the anomalous flights as it was detected by VARX algorithm. The residuals remained small but after the time stamp 450 they started increasing, signaling the abnormal behavior. In the corresponding time series at the bottom we can notice a high increase and drop of the pitch angle (greater than 3
• /sec) right before the touch down.
Anomaly: Go-around flights with high pitch rate at landings. This occurred since several flight parameters deviated significantly from their normal behavior during the go-around event, with the deviation being more pronounced, thus easing the detection task. An example of such flight is shown at the right side of Figure 5 , where around time stamp 600 the altitude increases to about 4000 feet. The corresponding model's residuals for VARX method are also shown which have a sharp jump when the go-around is initiated. It can be seen that the performance of VARX-based method was slightly better than DTW and MKAD with DTW covariance-based approach performing the worst. The right plots show the detection of one of the anomalous flights by VARX algorithm. Throughout the landing, the combined residuals remained low. However, during the touch down, the vertical acceleration increased rapidly, possibly indicating a hard landing, which led to a spike in the residuals and thus this flight was flagged as anomalous.
Comparison studies
In this Section we also present the results of the comparison studies which justify several design choices we have made earlier in Section III.
VARX estimation losses. Using the labeled data representing the same three types of anomalies as before, we compared three approaches for estimating the VARX parameters: least squares based on robust Huber loss [23] , ordinary least squares (OLS) and least trimmed squares regression (LTS) [28] . Table 1 shows the AUC scores for the three datasets for each of the estimation methods. As can be seen, OLS and Huber-based Table 1 Comparison of three algorithms (OLS, Huber-based [23] regression and least trimmed squares regression (LTS) [28] ) for VARX parameter estimation on each of the three labeled flight datasets, each consisting of 110 flights (100 normal and 10 anomalous). The results are shown in terms of the anomaly detection performance using the area under ROC curve (AUC) scores. LOF method was used as the anomaly detector.
least squares performed similarly with the method using Huber loss achieving slightly more accurate results on two of the datasets. On the other hand, the estimation based on LTS was less accurate, which could be explained by the fact that the considered VARX estimation problem is high dimensional and the algorithm involves considerable combinatorial search [28] .
Density-based anomaly detection methods. We have also performed experiments to justify our choice of LOF as the outlier identification technique in our anomaly detection framework. In particular, after computing the flight-by-flight distance matrix, in the final step of our framework (see Figure 1) we applied three alternative anomaly detectors and compared the resulting detection accuracy. The three considered methods were LOF, DBSCAN [12] , a popular density-based clustering algorithm, and an approach based on nearestneighbor (NN) [26] , in which flight's abnormality is determined by the distance to the first nearest neighbor in the flight-by-flight neighborhood graph. We tested these methods on the same three labeled flight datasets as before, and the results are shown in Table 2 , where we have used prediction accuracy as the measure of performance. It can be seen that all the methods performed similar to each other with the LOF achieving slightly better results than the others on two of the datasets.
B. Unlabeled data
In this study we selected 20000 flights with no information available about which of them are normal and anomalous. We tested the proposed VARX-based algorithm and compared its performance with the other four methods. For each method, we examined the top 100 flights with the highest anomaly scores to determine the flights containing operationally significant events. In Table 3 we present a summary of the discovered Table 2 Comparison of three anomaly detection algorithms (LOF [6] , DBSCAN [12] and nearest-neighbor (NN) based approach [26] ) on each of the three labeled flight datasets, each consisting of 110 flights (100 normal and 10 anomalous). The results are shown in terms of the anomaly detection performance using accuracy = true positive + true negative positive + negative . Huber-based loss function was used to estimate VARX parameters.
VARX MKAD continuous MKAD heterogeneous DTW covariance go-around (35) go-around (10) go-around (17) go-around (30) high speed in approach (6) high speed in approach (2) high pitch at touch down (1) delayed braking (1) low pitch at landing (1) delayed braking at landing (1) high speed in approach (2) high rate of descent (1) bounced landing (1) high rate of descent (3) low speed at touch down (1) bank cycling in approach (1) delayed braking at landing(1) bank cycling in approach(1) low path in approach (1) bounced landing (1) high path in descent (1) high pitch at touch down (1) flaps retracted in approach (1) DTW majority high pitch at touch down (19) autoland warning (3) unusual usage of AP (26) go-around (37) holding pattern (3) short flare time (4) unusual usage of FD (27) high speed in approach (2) altitude deviation (1) high pitch at landing (1) wake turbulence (1) bank cycling (1) Table 3 The anomalies discovered in the top 100 anomalous flights, ranked by each of the five anomaly detection methods in the set of 20000 unlabeled flights.
anomalies, which were also examined and validated by the experts.
Discussion of the results
Among the top 100 flights, we found that the most common type of anomaly was the go-around flights.
These results confirm our earlier tests where we established high detection accuracy of this type of flights.
In total there were 61 go-arounds in the examined set of flights and although MKAD could only detect 10 of them using continuous features and 17 based on both types of data, the other approaches identified over 30 such flights, with VARX and DTW vote-based methods detecting the largest number of them. Figure 7 shows the scores for the four approaches, where the red circles mark the go-around flights. It can be seen that although all methods placed these flights in the upper part of their anomaly lists, the VARX-based and DTW approaches detected them with higher accuracy as compared to MKAD. On the other hand, after examining other non-go-around flights from the MKAD output, we found a number of operationally significant anomalies, which are discussed next. The detected anomalous flights which had high speed in approach or high pitch at touch down and some of the go-around flights were the same for continuous and heterogeneous MKAD. On the other hand, due to the use of discrete parameters (various autopilot and guidance system modes, not used in the other methods) heterogeneous MKAD also detected 26 flights which used flight path angle, a rarely used vertical autopilot mode, and 27 flights where the flight director was turned off for over 2 minutes during the approach, which is an unusual behavior since, typically, flight director is used throughout the approach to assist the pilot with vertical and horizontal cues even when the autopilot is not engaged. Moreover, presence of discrete flight parameters improved MKAD performance 20 in detecting additional go-around flights as compared to a scenario when only continuous features are used.
The anomaly detection based on DTW had a good performance in detecting go-around flights. All the discovered events had a common feature of being anomalous in a single parameter, thus missing more complex events which were better detectable by VARX and MKAD approaches.
The anomalous flights detected by VARX-based algorithm had abnormal events containing in a single parameter, such as go-arounds, high speed in approach, high pitch rate, etc., as well as in multiple features, such as altitude deviation and wake turbulence. In the following Section we discuss in details two examples of the previously unknown anomalies involving multiple parameters.
Previously unknown anomalies detected by VARX method
Altitude Deviation. Figure 8 shows the flight that had altitude deviation anomaly, which we explain next. From the upper left plot, showing the history of the residuals, we can see that the event occurred around time stamp 600, the time when the aircraft was capturing the glide slope (see lower left plot). Now examining the two plots on the right, we can see that the plane was descending to the selected altitude of 3000 feet, however it was not leveling as expected and the pilot engaged the altitude hold mode too late with the aircraft being well below the required altitude. Around time stamp 615 the aircraft started the ascent to correct the altitude discrepancy. At this time altitude hold mode was switched off and glide slope mode was turned on. However, since the inertia was too high the airplane continued climbing for a few seconds and then immediately started descending as it captured the glide slope. This part of the flight is associated with abrupt acceleration and deceleration, which usually leads to an uncomfortable experience for the passengers.
Wake turbulence. Another example of the discovered operationally significant event is shown in Figure   9 where the flight experienced a wake turbulence anomaly. It can be seen that the event happened in the 550 − 650 seconds time range and is marked by the square on the flight trajectory. The aircraft was in the final approach phase with the selected altitude reduced from 3000 to 2000 feet. At this time the pilot engaged the altitude hold mode but after about 20 seconds the aircraft experienced large swings in altitude forcing the pilots to turn off altitude hold mode, followed by disengagement of autopilot and auto speed controls. Once the aircraft was diverted to a holding pattern, the turbulence stopped. On the second pass there was no sign of turbulence and the airplane landed. Our hypothesis of a turbulence is also reinforced by the fact that the flight Note that the control modes are shown for reference and were not used in VARX-based approach.
occurred in the evening, around 8 pm, which is usually a time of increased traffic volume. The turbulence may have been due to a preceding aircraft. However, FOQA data does not contain any information about the surrounding aircrafts.
Discussion of the results
The above analysis showed that the proposed VARX-based approach can be considered as complementary to the MKAD algorithm. Our method is particularly suited for the detection of anomalies which are accompanied with rapid changes in the parameters, e.g., go-around flights marked by fast acceleration and engine spool-up, or flights which have high pitch rates at landing, etc. On the other hand, the proposed method is prone to miss anomalies manifested in abnormal behavior of the discrete features, e.g., unusual sequence of autopilot modes, which are better detected by MKAD algorithm utilizing its kernel over discrete sequences '''''''''''/01+%#,$'*,.%$)"!.' the advantage of VARX-based approach, which discovered previously unknown, complex anomalous events involving multiple parameters. The VARX modeling naturally exploits the correlation between the features, which is not achieved by a simple techniques based on DTW, whose discovered anomalies usually were caused by a single parameter.
VI. Conclusion
In this work we presented a novel framework for identifying operationally significant anomalies in the aviation systems. The approach is based on representing each flight as VARX model, constructing a dissimilarity graph among the flights based on their respective models, and detecting the anomalies in the graph.
Extensive experimental tests have shown that the proposed approach has high detection accuracy of already known aviation safety events as well as enables the discovery of previously unknown anomalous scenarios.
Moreover, the comparison to several baseline algorithms showed that the proposed approach can be consid-ered as complementary to such methods. Going forward, we plan to extend our anomaly detection approach to include the ability to model discrete sequences, possibly by incorporating the hidden Markov models or considering switching autoregressive models [1] .
The developed framework is envisioned as a complement to the existing state-of-the-art anomaly detection approaches intended for the processing and the analysis of the Flight Operations Quality Assurance (FOQA) datasets. In turn, such task is the part of a larger effort to construct the Next Generation Air Transportation System, an initiative to improve the quality of the existing air traffic control systems. Analyzing FOQA data and identifying operationally significant events is important because it can provide insights into actual flight operations and highlight otherwise unavailable potential safety risks and precursors to accidents. Equipped with such knowledge, the airlines can then improve safety by enhancing training programs, operational, maintenance and engineering procedures, as well as air traffic control systems.
